Exploring microstructural changes associated with oxidation in Ni–YSZ SOFC electrodes using high resolution X-ray computed tomography
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1. Introduction

In state of the art solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) the reactions are supported by porous composite electrodes, providing intimate contact of an electronic, ionic and pore phase at triple phase boundary points distributed normal to the electrode–electrolyte interface. The length and distribution of these triple phase boundary points are widely thought to directly dictate the catalytic performance of the electrodes; however electrode microstructure has many roles affecting operation in ohmic and mass-transport dominated regimes. In electrode-supported designs, the anode may also be expected to fulfill an additional requirement as a structural support.

Ni mixed with an ionic conducting phase (CGO or YSZ) is a common choice for anode material owing to its cost and excellent catalytic activity for hydrogen oxidation. However Ni based electrodes suffer from a number of drawbacks: when utilizing natural gas fuel feeds, the catalytic activity of Ni can be reduced by formation of carbon or sulphur species on the active surface [1]. During long-term operation, agglomeration and microstructural change in the Ni phase is thought to drive performance degradation by reducing the active triple phase boundary available for reaction [2].

Ni based anodes also undergo significant dimensional change associated with the reduction/oxidation of Ni: reduction of NiO to Ni causes a volume change of −40.9%, while the reverse oxidation is associated with a volume change of +69.2% [3,4]. These anode microstructures must be carefully engineered in order to accommodate such significant microstructural evolution. Sarantaridis et al. provide an excellent review of the topic [3].

Because of the high temperature processing and sintering involved in electrode manufacture, Ni based electrodes are generally produced in NiO form with reduction to Ni occurring during first startup. During operation, the Ni phase will remain stable in a reducing environment, however re-oxidation can occur due to leakage or interruption to the fuel supply or due to increased pO2 at high fuel utilizations [3].

During operation, nickel oxidation may occur under conditions of high fuel utilization and/or current density, or the anode may undergo oxidation due to failure of the fuel delivery system, or air leakage. Under these conditions the dimensional changes associated with oxidation are not necessarily reversible. During the course of numerous redox cycles, this can impact on the mechanical integrity, performance and lifetime of the electrode.

In recent years, the development of high-resolution tomography has provided a platform to explore SOFC electrode microstructures in three-dimensions and with unprecedented detail. Tomography techniques spanning a spectrum of spatial and temporal resolutions are now widely available to the materials engineer [5]. At length scales of relevance for SOFC electrode characterization, X-ray...
techniques are uniquely flexible, allowing non-destructive imaging while accommodating a variety of thermal and gas environments.

Microstructural evolution processes are known to drive performance degradation in SOFC, however these processes remain poorly understood. Tomography techniques provide a platform for exploring microstructural changes associated with processing, operation and aging [6-8].

Owing to widespread availability, the most extensively adopted tomography technique utilizes the milling power of a focused ion beam (FIB) in conjunction with the imaging capabilities of high resolution FE-SEM, to provide a sequence of 2D images that can be effectively recombined in 3D space. However, because this technique is destructive, studies of microstructural evolution are influenced by inherent sample variability. Non-destructive X-ray nano-computed tomography (CT) [9-11] provides a platform for exploring dynamic microstructural change in the absence of these possible complications and is compatible with both laboratory and synchrotron radiation. The authors have previously demonstrated a technique for preparation of optimal sample geometries for X-ray nano-CT [12], while this FIB sample preparation route will involve the selective removal of portions of the fuel cell electrode microstructure (and therefore may be destructive to the working fuel cell), the non-destructive X-ray characterization technique allows repeated, non-destructive characterization of the selected sample which facilitates the study of microstructural evolution processes in response to various environmental changes.

Here we present the application of high resolution, synchrotron nano-CT to study the dynamics of thermal oxidation of the Ni phase in a porous Ni–YSZ composite electrode exposed to high pO2 at elevated temperatures.

2. Experimental

Fuel cell analogue microstructures have been manufactured to explore the effects of Ni oxidation on Ni–YSZ microstructures. NiO–YSZ powder (66 wt.% NiO, 34 wt.% YSZ) was purchased from Nextech Fuel Cell Materials, the powder was pressed into pellet form under 1000 kg load before sintering at 1350 °C for 12 h. The resulting pellets were reduced in H2 at 900 °C for 4 h. This process results in samples with relatively large sintered particle size which facilitates technique development for tracking particle-by-particle microstructural evolution in these complex porous microstructures.

In order to provide an optimal geometry for fixed field of view (FOV) nano-CT, a focused ion beam (FIB) sample preparation technique has been used. The technique, which is described in more detail elsewhere [12], utilizes the nano-scale milling and manipulation capabilities of the FIB to prepare samples with a principal dimension matched to the microscope FOV, secured to a tungsten needle using a Pt micro-weld (see Fig. 1b).

Tomography experiments have been conducted using the Xradia nanoXCT-S100 transmission X-ray microscope (TXM) at beam-line 32-ID at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab, IL, USA. This system utilizes X-ray optics to focus the beam before and after transmission, routinely achieving ca. 30 nm resolution in this facility. This can be coupled with the variable X-ray energy to perform multiple energy scans and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS).

In order to capture the dynamic change associated with Ni oxidation, the sample prepared using the FIB lift-out techniques was subjected to the heating profile detailed in Fig. 1a. The sample was heated at a rate of 40 °C/min to the set point temperature and held for 10 min. The heating process was conducted in air, in a conventional laboratory furnace ex-situ of the microscope stage.

In total, 5 tomography sequences were collected at various stages during the oxidation process; scan A of the reduced sample as prepared, scans B to E following heating in air with hold temperature of 200, 300, 500 and 700 °C respectively.

In previous experiments using this system, the authors have demonstrated the ability to isolate triple phase contact in Ni–YSZ electrodes by conducting tomography above and below the characteristic Ni X-ray absorption edge [11]. In this work, the authors have conducted imaging at a single energy (8400 eV) just above the Ni edge, which provides sufficient contrast to identify each constituent phase (see Fig. 2). An additional calibration tomography sequence was also collected at 8.3 keV. For each tomography sequence (A–E), 360 images were collected at 0.5° increments across a 180° rotation with 8.4 keV X-ray illumination resulting in a 25 nm voxel size after reconstruction.

The transmission data was aligned relative to a fiducial marker and reconstructed using the Xradia XMReconstructor software. The resulting image sequences were segmented using a combination of median filtering in ImageJ [13] and an edge-preserving smoothing algorithm implemented in Avizo Fire (Visualization Sciences Group, Bordeaux, France).

During the final heating step some mechanical failure of the sample was observed. Fig. 1b shows a sample radiograph alongside a schematic diagram illustrating the change in sample geometry following the 700 °C heating step. The cause of this mechanical failure is not known and may be associated with manual handling, thermal shock, failure of the Pt micro-weld or as a result of the stresses generated during the high temperature oxidation. In other experiments the integrity of the Pt weld during rapid thermal cycling has been demonstrated [16], and the authors have found no chemical or morphological evidence suggesting diffusion of the Pt.

In spite of this loss of image registration between scan D and E, the sample was maintained within the microscope FOV for collection of the final tomography sequence E. Fig. 2 shows tomograms (2D virtual slices from 3D data sets) from scans A, C, D and E, showing the
microstructural evolution processes associated with step-wise oxidation of the Ni phase.

3. Results and discussion

Five tomography sequences were collected using the same imaging parameters following step-wise oxidation of the metallic Ni phase. Fig. 2 shows tomograms from various points in the oxidation profile. These 2D virtual slices demonstrate limited microstructural evolution occurring between scans A to D, as a result of heating the Ni in air following the heating profile indicated previously. Following the highest temperature (700 °C) oxidation step, significant evolution is observed as a result of Ni to NiO transition with observable densification and NiO film growth (Fig. 3).

This sequence of 2D dimensional tomograms reveals important information on the processing of the original Ni–YSZ microstructure – as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, there is evidence of a NiO core at the centre of large Ni grains, suggesting that in spite of the rigorous reduction conditions employed during processing, full reduction of the NiO phase was not achieved. The authors believe this is because of the high operating temperature employed during the reduction step of electrode processing: at low temperatures the rate of NiO oxidation is dictated by the kinetics of the reaction at the Ni/NiO interface [3]; however at higher temperatures, this process becomes distorted by Ni sintering which can restrict the access/egress of gas to the Ni/NiO interface [14]. The presence of an un-reduced NiO core in larger Ni grains (see Figs. 2 and 3) supports this high temperature mechanism.

Because of the limited evolution observed between scans A and D, two 3D renderings are presented, one for scan B and another for scan E. Fig. 4 shows the changing morphology of the Ni phase during the partial oxidation process.

The volumetric change associated with Ni oxidation is manifested as a loss of porosity; this densification is demonstrated in two dimensions in Figs. 2 and 3, and in three dimensions in Fig. 4. During this partial oxidation, the bulk porosity (measured for rendered sections of scans B and E) decreased from 23.1% to 15.5%.

Owing to the partial sample failure (between scans D and E) outlined previously, the rendered sections in Fig. 4a and b are not registered. The entire sample volume was maintained within the microscope FOV for the duration of all scans and material statistics have been extracted from the largest possible analysis volume for each scan to ensure fair comparison can be drawn between the samples B and E. A significant morphological change in the Ni phase is observed (Fig. 4) demonstrating a distinct microstructural evolution process.

In this experiment, the full FOV of the TXM was not utilized therefore providing analysis volumes between 325 and 844 μm$^3$. In common with all tomography techniques a balance of sample volume and resolution must be achieved, to ensure sufficient resolution to characterize the sample features in a sample volume statistically representative of the bulk electrode. In order to ensure the boundary conditions for redox cycling in the microscopic sample were accurately re-created, microstructural analysis was conducted on the central portion of the sample. No spatial variation in the oxidation phenomena as a result of grain location within the sample has been observed.

The 3D reconstructions in Fig. 5 demonstrate the growth of a porous NiO film around the Ni particles, which effectively blocks the catalytically active surface and reduces the overall composite porosity. Coupled to the NiO film growth is a reduction in the Ni/pore interfacial area: the total Ni/pore interfacial area was reduced by 11.5 times upon oxidation, from 0.310 to 0.027 μm$^2$/μm$^3$ (normalized...
for the different volumes of scans B and E as shown in Fig. 4). While it is unlikely that the fuel cell would be operational in the partially oxidized state the “blocking” effect of the NiO preventing oxygen access to the Ni phase will affect the continuing oxidation kinetics and also demonstrates the significant geometrical change associated with this process.

Upon oxidation, oxygen absorbing on the surface of a Ni particle will form a NiO film with a Ni core. Continued exposure to oxidizing conditions results in Ni transport from the particle core to the NiO/gas interface, which generates porosity in the NiO film (as shown in Fig. 5). Because of this porosity, the volume changes due to the Ni/NiO redox cycle are not reversible and can drive microstructural degradation.

For the particle shown in Fig. 5, (following heating to 700 °C) the average oxide layer thickness was found to be 502 nm although this varied from 0 nm (no layer) up to ca. 1 μm but with most thicknesses <700 nm. The oxide layer structure is not homogenous across the Ni particle and these thickness variations in the film layer may affect local electrochemical performance.

In this experiment, limited microstructural change has been observed upon exposing the composite Ni–YSZ microstructure to temperatures up to 500 °C in air. The rate of oxidation will also be dependent on the local pO2 within the structure (and therefore a function of the effective transport parameters and geometry of the structure itself). The microstructure examined here is relatively dense (compare e.g. with Iwai et al [15]) and therefore the transport limitation will be exacerbated: for these structures, however, short-term air exposure at 500 °C does not drive significant microstructural degradation. This may have implications for SOFC operating management, although clearly further investigation of technologically relevant electrodes is necessary to explore this in detail.

4. Conclusions

Volume changes associated with redox cycling of Ni based electrodes for SOFCs can drive significant microstructural degradation. This can result in degradation over time from nickel oxidation under conditions of high fuel utilization and/or current density or if the SOFC undergoes redox cycles during its lifetime from failure of the fuel delivery system, or due to air leakage.

The use of X-ray nano-CT has been demonstrated as a method for exploring changes in functional material microstructure, its non-destructive nature enabling direct comparison of material microstructures before and after an environmental change. The technique has been used to explore the effects of step-wise oxidation of a Ni–YSZ composite anode, showing a change in Ni morphology, the overall densification of the composite microstructure and the growth of a porous NiO film in three dimensions.

Recently, the development and implementation of a heating stage for operation in-situ of the TXM stage has been demonstrated [16], providing the potential to track microstructural evolution processes associated with Ni oxidation without removal of the sample to an external furnace. Furthermore, combined with techniques for 3D X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) [17] there is significant potential to simultaneously monitor chemical and microstructural change in-situ using synchrotron nano-CT.

The application of these techniques is not limited to fuel cell research and may find application in a range of fields where microstructural evolution processes affect device or material lifetime, for example batteries, catalysts and structural ceramics.
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